Abstract-We propose three new design algorithms for jointly optimizing source and channel codes. Our optimality criterion is to minimize the average end-to-end distortion. For a given channel SNR and transmission rate, our joint source and channel code designs achieve an optimal allocation of bits between the source and channel coders. Our three techniques include a sourceoptimized channel code, a channel-optimized source code, and an iterative descent technique combining the design strategies of the other two codes. The joint designs use channel-optimized vector quantization (COVQ) for the source code and rate-compatible punctured convolutional (RCPC) coding for the channel code. The optimal bit allocation reduces distortion by up to 6 dB over suboptimal allocations and by up to 4 dB relative to standard COVQ for the source data set considered. We find that all three code designs have roughly the same performance when their bit allocations are optimized. This result follows from the fact that at the optimal bit allocation the channel code removes most of the channel errors, in which case the three design techniques are roughly equivalent. We also compare the robustness of the three techniques to channel mismatch. We conclude the paper by relaxing the fixed transmission rate constraint and jointly optimizing the transmission rate, source code, and channel code.
I. INTRODUCTION
A N END-TO-END communication system is composed of a system encoder, which maps the source symbols into channel inputs, and a system decoder, which maps the channel outputs into noisy reproductions of the original source symbols. The system encoder can be further broken down into a source encoder, which maps the source symbols into an intermediate alphabet, typically a set of binary strings, and a channel encoder, which maps the binary strings into coded bits or waveforms for transmission over the channel. Similarly, the system decoder can be broken down into a channel decoder and a source decoder corresponding to the respective channel and source encoders. Any system encoder-decoder pair can be represented in this manner, although the breakdown is not unique.
Shannon's classical separation result states that we can optimize the end-to-end system design by separately optimizing the source encoder-decoder pair and the channel encoderdecoder pair [1] . However, this result holds only in the limit of infinite source code dimension and infinite channel code block length. Shannon theory does not provide a design algorithm for good channel codes with finite block length. In addition, Shannon theory does not address the design of good source codes when the probability of channel error is nonzero, which is inevitable for finite-length channel codes. Thus, for practical systems, a joint source and channel code design may reduce distortion, as well as complexity and delay.
Previous work in the area of joint source and channel coding falls into several broad categories: source-optimized channel coding or modulation, channel-optimized source coding, and iterative algorithms, which combine these two code designs. In source-optimized channel coding, the source code is designed for a noiseless channel. A channel code is then designed for this source code to minimize end-to-end distortion over the given channel, which is typically a binary symmetric channel (BSC), an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with a given modulation, or a time-varying channel. Modestino and Daut provide an early treatment of source-optimized channel coding using differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) for image coding followed by convolutional channel coding [7] . They conclude that near optimal performance can be achieved using equal-error-protection channel codes. They also indicate that more flexible code rates are needed for source and channel code designs, leading to subsequent work using rate-compatible punctured convolutional (RCPC) channel codes. In [8] , an RCPC channel code is matched to a subband source code for images. The optimal bit allocation and corresponding RCPC channel code are determined by an exhaustive search over all possible channel code choices. A similar technique is used in [9] , where a tree-structured vector quantizer (TSVQ) designed for a noiseless channel is followed by an RCPC channel code, with the bit allocation and channel code optimized via an exhaustive search. Subband speech coding followed by a matched RCPC channel code designed for a Rayleigh fading channel is studied in [10] . A more comprehensive treatment of matching RCPC channel codes or multilevel quadrature amplitude modulation (MQAM) to DPCM, subband, and linear predictive speech coding (LPC), in both AWGN and Rayleigh fading channels, can be found in [11] . This study also determines the effect of different bit allocations between the source and channel codes. More recently, Sherwood and Zeger describe a source-optimized channel code for the BSC in which outputs of a progressive 0090-6778/98$10.00 © 1998 IEEE Said-Pearlman image coder are packetized into fixed-length packets, protected by a fixed number of check-sum bits, and then followed by RCPC channel coding [12] .
In source-optimized modulation, the source code is designed for a noiseless channel and then the modulation is optimized to minimize end-to-end distortion. Two recent papers address source-optimized modulation through an energy allocation strategy. In [13] , a vector quantizer (VQ) is followed by multicarrier modulation, where the modulation provides unequal error protection to the different source bits by assigning different powers to each subcarrier. This work indicates that using modulation to obtain unequal error protection provides significant performance improvement. The use of energy allocation for unequal error protection is also examined in [14] , where unequal error protection for the output bits of a multistage VQ is provided via a time-varying energy allocation.
Channel-optimized source coding is another approach to joint source and channel coding. In this scenario, the source code maps the set of source symbols (scalars or vectors from the source alphabet) to binary strings for transmission over the channel. In fixed-rate source coding, the effect of a channel error is the receipt of an erroneous fixed-length binary string at the source decoder, which may cause the string to be decoded as an incorrect codeword. One way to achieve some degree of robustness to channel errors in such a setting (without allocating any bits to error protection or modifying the VQ codewords) is by careful assignment of the binary description (or index) associated with each codeword. Intuitively, the proper index assignment is the index assignment for which similar codewords have similar binary descriptions. In this case, the increase in distortion caused by likely codeword errors is kept small. Papers treating the index assignment problem include [15] - [17] .
An alternate approach to the same problem is to redesign the source codebook to take into account the index crossover probabilities imposed by a noisy channel. Examples of work taking this approach include the channel-optimized vector quantizer (COVQ) and its scalar variation [2] , [3] , [18] . COVQ is a vector quantizer that has been optimized for a given set of crossover probabilities of the source codeword indices [2] , [3] . These codeword indices are generally mapped to binary strings, and the crossover probabilities are then functions of the channel's bit error probability. The COVQ design involves iteratively optimizing the encoding regions (source encoder) and the codewords (source decoder) for the given set of index crossover probabilities. The result of this process is a locally optimal encoding rule for mapping source vectors to fixedlength binary indices and a corresponding decoding rule for mapping binary indices to their associated codewords, which may or may not be unique. Thus, inherent in the COVQ design algorithm is a block channel code design with hard-decision decoding. It is interesting to note that while index assignment would be unnecessary if the COVQ achieved the globally optimal source code design [3] , attention to the index assignment problem in practical COVQ design does yield some performance gains by finding a better (local) optimum [19] .
Source-optimized channel coding and modulation can be combined with channel-optimized source coding using an iterative design. In [20] , a variation of the generalized Lloyd algorithm is used to iteratively design a COVQ encoder, a modulation signal set, and a linear decoder. A similar approach for the joint design of a COVQ and multicarrier modulation appears in [21] . Neither of these approaches uses channel coding. In contrast, [17] uses an iterative technique to jointly design a multistage VQ and trellis-coded modulation. In this work, the VQ is designed for a noiseless channel and then combined with index optimization. The effect of channel errors is assumed negligible, so the bit allocation between the source and channel codes is implicitly chosen to force a small channel bit-error-probability.
Other iterative design approaches to joint source and channel coding use trellis-coded quantization (TCQ), a form of source coding motivated by Ungerboeck's formulation of trellis-coded modulation (TCM) [22] . Ayanoǧlu and Gray propose an iterative design for the encoder and decoder of a trellis-based source code, assuming a fixed channel bit-errorprobability [23] . A subsequent paper [24] combines TCQ and TCM by first designing the TCQ for a noiseless channel, then matching the trellis of the TCM to that of the TCQ. This technique is somewhat similar in spirit to index assignment. A more powerful approach jointly optimizes the TCQ and TCM designs [25] . Simulated annealing and asymmetrical signal sets are added to a TCQ/TCM design in [26] . Most of the performance results for TCQ/TCM show performance gains relative to COVQ. However, this may be due to the power of the TCM alone. Since TCQ is a suboptimal source code, it is not clear that combining TCQ and TCM leads to better performance than, for example, combining COVQ with TCM.
The three design techniques that we propose include a source-optimized channel code, a channel-optimized source code and a joint iterative design of a source-optimized channel code, and a channel-optimized source code. The sourceoptimized channel code and channel-optimized source code use the traditional approaches of channel coders and source coders, respectively, with the addition of optimal bit allocation. The iterative design is a locally optimal technique combining the two traditional approaches along with optimal bit allocation. We consider all three approaches to: 1) determine how optimal bit allocation affects the performance of each technique; 2) compare the performance of the traditional approaches; and 3) determine the performance gain of a truly optimal joint code design.
The iterative joint code design uses COVQ for the source code and RCPC coding for the channel code. 1 Since the design of COVQ includes an inherent block channel code with hard-decision decoding, it should be clarified why additional channel coding may be beneficial. First of all, hard-decision decoding imposes an approximate 2-dB channel code performance penalty relative to soft-decision decoding. In addition, COVQ complexity grows exponentially with block length, which precludes the use of large block lengths for the implicit COVQ channel code. Block channel codes may also exhibit worse performance than more powerful channel codes such as convolutional codes, trellis codes, and turbo codes, depending on the code rate and the complexity constraints. Since it is not clear how to modify COVQ to inherently design more powerful types of channel codes or to include soft-decision decoding, we combine COVQ with a separate channel code and optimize the bit allocation between these two codes. Since bit errors in different locations of a binary string cause different amounts of distortion, it is desirable for the channel code to provide different levels of error protection for different bits, which can be done using a multiresolution (unequal-errorprotection) channel code. The design of the multiresolution channel code should be matched to the COVQ design to minimize distortion. Multiresolution channel coding can be implemented using multiplexed convolutional or block codes, trellis codes [4] , or RCPC codes [5] . We use RCPC codes for our channel code, although our design technique is easily extended to other forms of multiresolution channel coding. We can also generalize the technique to any fixed-rate source code that can be optimized to a multiresolution channel code or, equivalently, to a set of channel bit-error-probabilities.
The designs of the COVQ and RCPC codes are not independent. The optimal COVQ is the COVQ matched to the index crossover probabilities determined by the RCPC channel code. Likewise, the optimal RCPC code is the RCPC code that minimizes the expected distortion of the COVQ. Ideally, the COVQ and the RCPC should be designed simultaneously. However, this simultaneous design is difficult to do in practice, leading to our three sequential design techniques. The first technique is a channel-optimized source code: COVQ optimized for a given equal-error-protection convolutional channel code. The second technique is a source-optimized channel code: RCPC channel coding optimized for a VQ design based on a noiseless channel. The third technique is an iterative algorithm combining the design strategies of the previous two. All of our joint design algorithms surpass the performance of their corresponding predecessors by optimizing the bit allocation between the source and channel codes for the given signalto-noise ratio (SNR). The iterative design algorithm goes a step beyond, achieving a joint optimization of the source and channel codes using an iterative descent technique reminiscent of the generalized Lloyd algorithm [6] and guaranteeing convergence to a locally optimal code.
All three of our proposed joint codes exhibit roughly the same distortion performance on the data set considered. The codes differ, however, in their complexity and their robustness to channel estimation errors. Our codes exhibit a performance gain of roughly 4 dB relative to standard COVQ and more than 6 dB of gain relative to joint code designs with suboptimal bit allocations. We also find that for the optimized bit allocation, essentially all of the end-to-end distortion is contributed by the source code. This explains why the distortions of the three code designs are approximately the same: at the optimal bit allocation the channel appears approximately noiseless and therefore all the joint code designs are roughly equivalent.
BPSK modulation is used for transmission of the joint code designs over the channel. Further distortion reduction can be achieved by optimizing the modulation to match the source and channel codes. We consider this effect by optimizing the channel transmission rate (BPSK symbol time) jointly with the source and channel codes. In our experiments, a suboptimal choice of transmission rate increases distortion by up to 4 dB.
We see in our performance results under channel mismatch that a code designed for a channel with high SNR performs quite poorly when the SNR decreases. This indicates that our joint code design may not perform well in fading channels, where the SNR varies over time. However, we can easily modify our joint code design to improve its performance in fading. The modification will depend on whether or not an accurate estimate of the channel fade level can be made available to the transmitter. If so, then we can divide the fading range into a finite number of disjoint sets and design a joint source and channel code optimized for each set. When the fading channel SNR is estimated to be in a given set, we transmit the joint code design optimized for that set. If an accurate estimate of the channel fading is not available at the transmitter then we can use the same code design as for an AWGN channel with the distortion measure averaged over the fading distribution. This will likely lead to a higher allocation of bits to the channel encoder for error protection.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The end-to-end system model is presented in Section II. The COVQ, RCPC channel codes, and our joint code design algorithms are described in Section III. Experimental results appear in Section IV, where we also determine the distortion reduction obtained by optimizing the channel transmission rate along with the joint code design. Section V summarizes our results and conclusions.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A block diagram of the end-to-end communication system is shown in Fig. 1 . We assume a discrete-time, real-valued, stationary source. The source encoder maps each possibledimensional source vector to a binary string . An example of a source vector would be a block of pixels from an image. The binary strings can be fixed-length or variablelength, corresponding to a fixed-rate or variable-rate source code. Due to rate constraints, the source encoder typically introduces some distortion. While variable-rate source codes achieve better compression for a given distortion and source vector dimension, they typically perform poorly when channel errors are introduced, due to synchronization errors [27] . For this reason we consider only fixed-rate vector quantizers.
The fixed-rate vector quantizer produces fixed-length binary strings of length for each source vector , where is a parameter of the source code design. The channel encoder operates on the vector of bits to obtain coded bits . These coded bits (channel symbols) are then modulated and transmitted sequentially over an AWGN channel. We use BPSK modulation at a rate of one channel symbol per seconds, where is the channel symbol time. The SNR per channel symbol is , where is the received signal power and is the spectral noise density. After demodulation, the received channel symbol vector may differ from the transmitted vector due to channel noise. We denote the mapping of channel symbols through the BPSK modulator, AWGN channel, and demodulator by , which is parameterized by . These noisy channel symbols pass through the channel decoder, which may correct some (or all) of the channel errors to obtain a noisy reproduction of the original binary string . Finally, is passed through the source decoder to obtain a noisy reproduction of the original source vector .
We measure the total end-to-end distortion of the system as the squared-error between the source vector and source reproduction vector :
. For a given , the total distortion decreases as increases. Similarly, for a given , the total distortion decreases as increases. For fixed, there is an optimal way to divide the transmission rate between the source and channel rates and to minimize total distortion. This optimal allocation depends on the SNR per channel symbol and the source statistics. In particular the value corresponding to the optimal bit allocation will generally increase as a function of . The information rate of the system is defined as the number of source symbols transmitted per second. If the channel symbol rate is channel symbols per second, then the source symbol rate source symbols per second. Thus, is constrained by the required source symbol rate and the channel symbol time. The source symbol rate is generally fixed. We initially assume that the modulation is also fixed, so and therefore are fixed parameters. We later allow to vary, which gives one more degree of freedom in the joint source and channel code design.
III. JOINT CODE DESIGN ALGORITHMS
In this section we describe our three joint source and channel code design algorithms: a source-optimized channel code using a VQ and an RCPC channel code (VQ-RCPC), a channel-optimized source code using COVQ and an equalerror-protection (equal-weight) convolutional channel code (COVQ-EW), and a joint iterative design of a COVQ and an RCPC channel code (COVQ-RCPC). For all three code designs, we optimize the bit allocation between the source and channel codes. The joint iterative design will always have an expected distortion at least as low as the expected distortion of the other two techniques, since the codes resulting from these other design techniques are considered during the joint iterative design process and improved through this process when possible. We therefore begin by describing the joint iterative design algorithm. We will then describe the other design techniques, which are subsets of this algorithm.
A. Joint Iterative Design (COVQ-RCPC)
The goal of our joint code design is to minimize the expected distortion of the COVQ and RCPC codes, where the expectation is taken with respect to a source data training set and the channel noise. 2 We use an iterative design technique to obtain this minimization. Specifically, for a given value, we alternately optimize the COVQ for the existing RCPC code and then the RCPC code for the new COVQ. The flow chart for our design algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 . This iterative approach is guaranteed to converge to a locally optimal solution since each design step gives a global optimum. The design process is repeated for each value in the range , where is the channel transmission rate per source symbol. For , the source is represented by a single codeword, so there is no channel distortion and the total distortion corresponds to the source variance. For , all redundant bits are allocated to the source code, so there is no channel coding. Intermediate values of correspond to a redundancy tradeoff in the source and channel codes. The joint code design corresponding to the pair with minimal distortion is chosen as the final joint code design. We now describe each of the algorithm steps in Fig. 2 .
Step 0-Initialization:
We initialize the system such that . This initialization is equivalent to assuming a noiseless channel, so that the bit-error-probability for any RCPC channel code is zero.
2.
Step 1-COVQ Design:
In Step 1 of the design algorithm, the COVQ is optimized for the bit-error-probability of the given RCPC channel code. These probabilities result either from the initialization of
Step 0 or from the RCPC channel code found in Step 2 and the channel . The optimal and are obtained through the COVQ design algorithm described in [3] . For any fixed RCPC channel code, this design technique is itself an iterative algorithm which successively redesigns for a given and for a given . We now describe the optimization process in greater detail.
The optimal COVQ is the COVQ that minimizes the expected distortion between a random source input vector and its reproduction at the receiver. Expanding as a function of a fixed source and channel code gives (1) where is the expectation with respect to the source distribution and (2) is the probability that channel errors cause the binary string output by the source encoder to be received as by the source decoder. We call the index crossover probabilities, which are functions of the RCPC channel code. In particular, given an RCPC code, modulation, and channel , we can find the bit-error-probability of the th bit in and then expand the index crossover probability as (3) where denotes the indicator function and and denote the th elements of the vectors and , respectively. In theory, the expectation in (1) should be taken with respect to the true underlying source distribution. For the purpose of practical code design, the true distribution must be approximated by the empirical distribution of some finite representative training set.
The optimal source encoder is the source encoder that minimizes for each the expected distortion between and its reproduction at the source decoder. Thus, given a fixed source decoder and the index crossover probabilities associated with a fixed RCPC code, the optimal source encoder must satisfy
Associated with the source encoder are a set of encoding regions , where . Notice that the optimal source encoder is no longer the traditional VQ nearest neighbor encoder: the binary string to which maps a given vector may not be the one with the closest reproduction , due to the fact that the binary string may be corrupted in transmission.
For a given source encoder and crossover probabilities of a fixed RCPC channel code, the optimal source decoder must have codewords that satisfy (5) for each , where and we have assumed the squared error distortion measure. Just as the optimal encoding regions have changed due to the channel errors, the optimal codewords of the decoder design are no longer at the centroids of their decoding cells. Instead, each codeword is a weighted average of the centroids of all of the encoding cells. Specifically, in finding the codeword associated with the codeword index , we weight the centroid of the encoding region by the probability that the received vector came from transmitting through the channel.
Nonetheless, the encoding region centroids will be extremely useful to us in optimizing our joint code. For each define the centroid of by (6) Then, by (1), we may rewrite the expected distortion associated with a given source code as
where denotes the expectation with respect to the joint distribution . Equation (7) will be useful in designing the optimal RCPC code in Section III-A-3.
The optimal design algorithm is an iterative descent technique analogous to the generalized Lloyd algorithm. Each iteration proceeds through the following two steps: i) Optimize each encoder for the given decoder and RCPC channel code. The optimal encoder is given by (4) . ii) Optimize each decoder for the given encoder and RCPC channel code. The optimal decoder is given by (5) . Notice that while the algorithm as a whole guarantees only a locally optimal , each of the above steps finds a globally optimal solution. In the first step, we find a globally optimal encoder for the given decoder and RCPC channel code, and in the second step, we find a globally optimal decoder for the given encoder and RCPC channel code.
Step 2-RCPC Channel Code Design:
In Step 2 of the algorithm, the RCPC code with minimal distortion for the COVQ designed in Step 1 is found. We use the set of channel code rates from Table I in [5] to obtain our RCPC code candidates. Each candidate RCPC code provides a set of bit-error probabilities for the bits in . We represent each candidate code by a vector of length , where the th vector element corresponds to the channel code rate applied to the th bit in . For example, for , the RCPC code (1/2, 1/4, 1, 1) applies a rate 1/2 convolutional code to the first bit in , a rate 1/4 convolutional code to the second bit in , and no channel code to the third and fourth bits in . Associated with the convolutional code applied to the th bit is a bit-error-probability which depends on the modulation and the channel . A plot is shown in [5, Fig. 5 ] of bit-error-probability versus for each element of an RCPC channel code vector under our BPSK modulation assumption.
The minimal-distortion RCPC code is obtained as follows. For a given COVQ and corresponding value, we search over all RCPC code vectors that satisfy the transmission rate constraint . For a given , an RCPC code vector satisfies this constraint if . We call an RCPC code that satisfies this constraint an eligible channel code. Note that the channel code vector (1/2, 1/4, 1, 1) satisfies this constraint for , as would the code vectors (1/2, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2) and (1/3, 1, 1, 1/3), along with many others. Since the COVQ does not order its codeword bits relative to their error sensitivity, we must search over all eligible channel codes so that the best protection levels under the transmission rate constraint are applied to . The search for the optimal RCPC channel code must consider all eligible channel codes in the set of possible channel codes. 3 The optimal RCPC code is the code with the error protection levels that minimize the expected distortion (7). The first term in (7) depends only on the source code and source training data set. Thus, while this term is expensive to calculate, it does not change as a function of the RCPC channel code. Therefore, our search for the optimal RCPC channel code need only find the RCPC code that minimizes the second term of (7): (8) 3 The search complexity is significantly reduced for source codes where the bits are ordered relative to their error sensitivity.
Equation (8) is a function of the index crossover probabilities , which in turn depend on the bit-error-probabilities of the RCPC code, as indicated in (3). However, (8) is not a function of the training set and therefore can be efficiently computed. After computing (8) for all eligible channel codes, we select the RCPC code with minimal distortion. This code choice corresponds to the initial channel code in Fig. 1 .
Step 3-Design Iteration:
At the conclusion of Step 2, a new channel code has been designed for the COVQ obtained in Step 1. The iterative design process then returns to Step 1 to determine the COVQ for this new RCPC channel code . Once a new COVQ is obtained, this source code is passed to Step 2 of the algorithm to obtain a new RCPC channel code. Successive application of Steps 1 and 2 results in a sequence of source codes and corresponding channel codes for which the average distortions (1) form a positive nonincreasing sequence which has to converge. At convergence, the source code and channel code with minimal distortion for the given value are obtained. The design process is repeated for each value , and the source code and channel code corresponding to the value with minimal distortion comprise the final joint code.
B. Source-Optimized Channel Code Design (VQ-RCPC)
Our second joint design is a source-optimized channel code which uses a VQ designed for a noiseless channel followed by an RCPC channel code matched to the VQ to minimize distortion. This code differs from previous source-optimized channel codes in its use of an optimal bit allocation algorithm. For a given value of this source and channel code is designed by following Steps 0-2 of Fig. 2 and then stopping, so the iterative design process is eliminated. This process is repeated for each value, , and the joint source and channel code corresponding to the ++ value with minimal distortion is used for the final joint code. The advantage of this technique relative to the joint iterative design is its simplicity: the source code design is independent of all aspects of the channel code, modulation, and channel SNR. The disadvantages of this design will be discussed in Section IV.
C. Channel-Optimized Source Code Design (COVQ-EW)
Our last joint code design is a channel-optimized source code using COVQ and an equal-weight channel code. As with VQ-RCPC, COVQ-EW differs from earlier channel-optimized source codes in its use of an optimal bit allocation. The COVQ-EW design for each value uses only Step 1 of Fig. 2 . The channel code used in this design is restricted so that the biterror probabilities for all bits in are the same. For each value there is only one equalweight channel code with maximal error protection, and this is the channel code used in the design. Note that for a given value, the RCPC channel code in [5] is not a rich enough set to always use all of our channel code redundancy for equal- weight channel coding. We therefore use interpolation to find the error probability corresponding to a channel code using the full redundancy. For example, if and then we require a rate 3/8 channel code to use all the redundant bits. However, the RCPC code of [5] has a rate 4/10 code and a rate 4/11 code, but no rate 3/8 code. Therefore, in our numerical results, we assume a rate 3/8 code with error probability derived by interpolating between the error probabilities of the rate 4/10 code and the rate 4/11 code. 4 The design process is carried out for all values, with the final code design based on the value with minimal distortion.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The three joint source and channel code designs described in Section III were implemented in C and run for a range of channel values. Although the design processes are computationally complex, 5 they are done off-line. Thus, the code design complexity does not impact the system operation. For a channel with variable , code designs corresponding to several values can be stored so that a code matched to the channel quality is always available.
Our experimental results are for a test data set of five magnetic resonance images (MRI's) described by the joint code designed from a training data set of 20 other MRI's. The expected distortion is computed with the expectation taken over the test data set and the channel noise. We define the ratio of signal power to quantization and channel noise power (SQCNR) as , where is the expected distortion (1) of the joint code and is the expected distortion of a rate zero ( ) VQ for the same test data set. We use vector dimension and consider bits per pixel (bpp) and dB. We choose these ranges since, as we will see in the numerical results below, there is little distortion reduction for bpp or dB. Table I shows the performance of each of our three joint design techniques, along with the performance of standard COVQ (no additional channel coding). We also show the performance of a VQ followed by a matched RCPC channel code with chosen to achieve an approximate channel BER of , which is a common target BER for image transmission over noisy channels. Notice that the three joint design algorithms exhibit up to 4 dB of performance gain over 4 We can achieve this interpolated probability in practice by time-sharing between the rate 4/10 and rate 4/11 codes. Alternatively, we can use any rate 3/8 convolutional code with parameters chosen to yield roughly the same error probability as our interpolated code. 5 Approximately five iterations are required for convergence of the COVQ-RCPC and COVQ-EW code designs. COVQ and up to 3.5 dB of gain relative to VQ-RCPC with chosen based on a target channel BER. Notice also that the performance of the three joint design techniques proposed in Section III is nearly the same, with the joint iterative design performing slightly better in all cases. To understand the similarity in performance of our joint code designs, we now investigate these three algorithms in more detail.
In Fig. 3 we show a three-dimensional plot of SQCNR for COVQ-RCPC as a function of the bit allocation and the channel . We see from this figure that improper choice of can reduce the SQCNR by more than 10 dB. As expected, the value that maximizes SQCNR (minimizes distortion) increases as the channel increases, since fewer redundant bits are needed for channel coding. This trend is illustrated more clearly in Fig. 4 , where we plot both the optimal and the SQCNR of the COVQ-RCPC joint code as a function of . An exception to this trend occurs at dB, where the optimal value decreases. This exception is due to the behavior of RCPC codes at low values, where code rates in the RCPC code with one or two redundant bits exhibit a negative coding gain [5, Fig. 5] . We see that the SQCNR increases monotonically as increases, with most of the transmission rate allocated to the source code at dB. Our other joint design techniques exhibit similar behavior.
A comparison of SQCNR versus
for all three of our joint code designs is shown in Fig. 5 for and 4 dB. Notice that the optimal bit allocation for all three codes is almost the same, with the optimal value for COVQ-RCPC always larger than that of the other codes. This result is expected, since the COVQ-EW uses a less flexible channel code (equal-error-protection versus unequal-error-protection), so more channel code bits are needed to get the same level of error protection. For VQ-RCPC, the source encoder is designed with respect to a noiseless channel, so the encoded bits are more sensitive to channel errors, and therefore need stronger channel coding for a higher level of error protection. Fig. 5 confirms the observation of Table I that for this range of the SQCNR's for all three of our joint code designs are approximately equal. As is evident from Fig. 5 , the most important aspect of a joint source and channel code design is choosing the appropriate bit allocation between the source and channel codes, yet it is precisely this step that is ignored in most previous joint source and channel code designs. For all of our joint design techniques the SQCNR can decrease by more than 10 dB over the entire range of bpp. However, some of these values (e.g., ) would never be used in a real code design. For a reasonable allocation of , , the SQCNR of the joint code designs decreases by more than 6 dB relative to the SQCNR at the optimal bit allocation. 6 Note that the SQCNR for the COVQ-EW and VQ-RCPC code designs falls off sharply as increases above its optimal value, whereas COVQ-RCPC is less sensitive to a suboptimal choice. The distortion at dB for each technique is shown by the solid lines in Fig. 6 . The dashed lines in Fig. 6 show the distortion contribution of the source code alone, based on the test data set and a noiseless channel. Note that for all design techniques, most of the distortion at the optimal bit allocation is contributed by the source code, even though dB is an extremely poor channel. Similar distortion results were obtained for dB. This explains why the minimal distortions of all our joint code designs are roughly the same at all of the values.
Specifically, for the optimal bit allocation the channel biterror-probabilities of the optimal RCPC channel code are approximately zero. Therefore, since the source code of VQ-RCPC is designed for for all , this code design is approximately optimal. In addition, if the of the RCPC channel code are all approximately zero, then the same will be true for the equal-weight channel code in the COVQ-EW code design. Therefore, this joint source and channel code design is also approximately optimal.
As discussed in Section III-A-2, the optimal codewords associated with a COVQ will change as a function of the index crossover probabilities . In particular, the codewords will tend to be closer together when the probability of an index error is high than when that same probability is low. For sufficiently high index error probabilities, the codewords will actually merge, meaning that two or more codeword indices (e.g., and ) will map to the same reproduction vector [e.g., ]
. A source code with two or more identical codewords effectively uses some of the source coding bits for redundancy or channel error protection. In this case we say that the effective source coding rate is lower than the source coding rate , since the source code applies some of its rate to the job of error protection. Therefore the total number of bits applied to channel error protection is : we call this the effective channel coding rate. Given a COVQ with distinct codewords, we will calculate the effective source coding rate as . Fig. 7 shows the breakdown of the transmission rate between the effective source coding rate and the effective channel coding rate for all three of our joint design techniques. In the case of the VQ-RCPC code, the source code is designed under a noiseless channel assumption, and thus,, is everywhere equal to . However, for COVQ-RCPC and COVQ-EW as increases the channel coding rate decreases, and thus, the index crossover probabilities increase. This will eventually cause some of the source coding rate to be used for error protection so that, above some critical value, will drop below , as we observe in the figure. In COVQ-EW, the channel coding rate is not used to its maximum effect since we restrict the channel code to equal-error-protection, and thus, more of the source coding rate is applied to channel error protection than in the COVQ-RCPC code design.
By comparing Figs. 5 and 7 we notice that the optimal rate allocation corresponds approximately to the point at which diverges from . This is because the soft-decision RCPC channel code is a more effective channel code than the hard-decision block channel code inherent to the COVQ design. Thus, the optimal rate allocation corresponds to the maximal for which most or all of the source coding rate is being used for source coding ( ). Therefore, for the COVQ-RCPC and COVQ-EW codes, rather than calculate the performance at each possible value to find the optimal , we can perform the joint design at a mid-range value of and then efficiently search up or down in as appropriate to find the point at which the two curves diverge.
The optimal bit allocation between the source and channel codes and their respective designs depend on the channel . Thus, when this value is estimated in error, the performance of the source and channel code will suffer. The effect of channel mismatch, where the source and channel code design is based on an incorrect channel , is plotted in Fig. 8 for all three of our joint code designs. We see that the COVQ-EW code designed for dB has much better performance at low values than the COVQ-RCPC and VQ-RCPC codes. That is because some members of the RCPC code family in the latter two code designs exhibit negative coding gain at these low values. The COVQ-EW will also exhibit negative coding gain under some mismatch conditions. Thus, the main conclusion to draw from this figure is that, for any of the code design techniques, it is best to design the source and channel code for a pessimistic estimate of the channel in order to avoid obtaining a negative coding gain due to mismatch in the channel code design.
The joint source and channel code designs described in Section III assume that is a fixed parameter of the channel. We can vary the for a fixed transmit power by changing the symbol time to . However, to maintain the same source symbol rate source symbols per second, we must also change the channel symbol rate from to . In Fig. 9 we show the change in SQCNR for COVQ-RCPC when we vary the symbol rate over a range of values or, equivalently, vary the effective . The calculations were done for dB. Reducing the symbol time ( ) causes a corresponding increase in . This typically increases the SQCNR, since the extra bits available for the source and channel codes more than compensate for the decrease in effective . However, if is reduced too far below its optimal value then the SQCNR decreases dramatically. Increasing the symbol duration well above the optimal value also dramatically decreases SQCNR. Note that the SQCNR is not a smooth function. We attribute this to the fact that the number of eligible codes changes at discrete values of , whereas the effective is a continuous function of .
It is clear from the numerical results in this section that the choice of which joint code design to use should be based on criteria other than SQCNR, which is roughly the same for all three codes. Therefore the choice comes down to one of robustness versus complexity. For a given value the COVQ-RCPC code design is more complex than the other two designs, although this design process is done off-line and does not impact system operation. The optimal choice of is easier to determine for the COVQ-RCPC and COVQ-EW codes than for the VQ-RCPC code since it corresponds to the point at which the effective source code rate diverges from the actual source code rate. In terms of system operation, it is slightly easier to implement a single-rate equal-error-protection channel code than the multirate RCPC channel code. Finally, the COVQ-RCPC code design exhibits more robustness to a suboptimal bit allocation than the other techniques. Since it also has slightly better SQCNR in all cases, this code design seems to be the best choice.
V. SUMMARY
We describe three joint source and channel code techniques to minimize end-to-end distortion and analyze their performance. The first technique, VQ-RCPC, is a VQ followed by an RCPC channel code where the channel code is designed relative to the VQ to minimize distortion. The second technique, COVQ-EW, uses COVQ and an equal-error-protection convolutional channel code with soft-decision decoding. The last technique, COVQ-RCPC, combines COVQ with an RCPC channel code in an iterative design procedure. All three code designs optimize the bit allocation between the source and channel coders. The optimal bit allocation reduces distortion by up to 6 dB relative to a suboptimal bit allocation. Our joint code designs also reduces distortion by up to 4 dB relative to standard COVQ.
The distortions of all three of our proposed code designs are approximately the same. That is because the optimal bit allocation for each code design results in a channel code which removes most of the channel errors, in which case all of the design procedures are roughly equivalent. thus, the most important aspect for any of these source and channel code designs is the optimal bit allocation between the source and channel coders. This optimal allocation depends on the source statistics, the channel quality, and the modulation. We determine an efficient method for finding the optimal bit allocation for the COVQ-RCPC and COVQ-EW codes without searching over all possible values.
Imperfect knowledge of the channel or the source statistics will generally degrade performance. Our experiments indicate that all three codes have roughly the same sensitivity to channel mismatch, and that COVQ-RCPC is less sensitive than the other coding techniques to a suboptimal bit allocation. This robustness is achieved at the expense of higher off-line design complexity. However, all three codes have approximately the same run-time complexity. Based on our performance results under channel mismatch, it is best to design the source and channel code for a pessimistic channel when this value is not precisely known. Our distortion results indicate that multiresolution channel coding does not significantly reduce distortion relative to equal-error-protection channel coding when the bit allocation is optimized. We attribute this to the fact that, after optimizing the bit allocation between the source and channel codes, the bits in the encoded source vector have approximately the same sensitivity to channel errors. We are now investigating the use of two-stage source codes like the weighted universal vector quantizer in our design algorithm [28] . Since the codebook index (first stage), which is very sensitive to channel errors, is sent along with the codewords (second stage), we expect multiresolution channel coding to have more of an impact for this source code. We are also studying joint optimization of the source code, channel code, and modulation for AWGN channels and for fading channels.
